The object 32 Cygni is a £ Aurigae-type system, comprised of a K5 supergiant and a B4-B6 dwarf, which undergoes atmospheric eclipses. We have obtained high-resolution ultraviolet spectra of this system with IUE near orbital phase 0.2, covering the 1175-3000 Â region. The UV spectrum is striking, since all resonance and other strong lines exhibit marked P Cygni characteristics. Further, the absorption portion of these lines is generally complex, revealing multiple absorption components at high velocities (-400 km s _1 ) which have not previously been seen with such strength or so far from primary eclipse. The origin of the excess UV flux seen in OAO 2 observations is explained by strong chromospheric line emission during primary eclipse. The spectral type of the B star is reevaluated from its photospheric line strengths. Earlier hypotheses of multiple condensations in the supergiant chromosphere are discussed in light of overionization effects and Saito's hypothesis of Lyman photon driven shocks. Ionization modeling supports the hypothesis that the B star resides within the upper chromosphere of the K supergiant. We determine a line-of-sight density of 1.6 x 10 7 cm -3 at 4 K star radii, which coupled with measured velocities leads to a mass loss rate of 4 x 10" 7 Af© yr -1 , consistent with previous investigations. Finally, the effect of the B star on the K supergiant atmosphere is reviewed in light of the small separation between the stars compared with the Strömgren ionization radius of the B star.
1 (Wright and Hesse 1969) ; evidence for a chromospheric temperature rise (Wright 1959) ; and evidence for global atmospheric oscillations on periods as short as a few days (Bisiacchi, Flora, and Hack 1974) . The advent of sensitive, space-based ultraviolet spectrometers, such as the IUE, provides access to a region of spectrum where very strong resonance lines graphically depict characteristics of the outer atmospheres of these types of stars. Optical depths remain substantial in the ultraviolet (1000-3000 Â) for much greater periods of time from mid-eclipse than is true in the visible (Galatola 1974) . We considered it useful to examine the UV spectrum of 32 Cygni with the IUE even though eclipse had occurred several months prior to our observations. The results suggest that it would be desirable to obtain further coverage of this system at additional phases preceding its next eclipse.
In this paper, we will discuss the qualitative characteristics of our UV spectrum at orbital phase 0.2, and
I. INTRODUCTION
The star 32 Cygni (HD 192909 ) is a member of the class of binary systems which are eclipsing variables with one component having a greatly extended atmosphere. These are referred to as the £ Aurigae stars or atmospheric eclipsing systems, and include £ Aur, 31 Cyg, 32 Cyg, VV Cep, AZ Cas, and e Aur as the best-known members. An early-type star effectively acts as a probe of the supergiant atmosphere during partial eclipse phases, and much of our current picture of late-type supergiant stellar atmospheres originates in such study. However, the probe itself presumably affects the atmospheric structure to some extent relative to single stars, and so the generality of results is yet to be verified. Excellent summaries of the observations and interpretations may be found in reviews by Sahade and Wood (1978) , Wright (1970) , and Wilson (1960) . comment on the origin of the excess UV flux observed by OAO 2 as well as the spectral type of the B star ( § II). Then we will consider the physical characteristics of the material along the line of sight ( § III) and discuss the stellar wind velocity distribution, evidence for atmospheric condensations, and, by modeling the ionization structure, determine a density and mass-loss rate. Finally, we summarize the results and comment on the interaction between the stars in this system ( §IV).
II. OBSERVATIONS OF 32 CYGNI PERFORMED BY IUE
As part of the program of Kondo and McCluskey to investigate mass flow and interaction in binary systems via ultraviolet spectra, we obtained spectra of the £ Aurigae systems 31 Cyg and 32 Cyg with the International Ultraviolet Explorer during the period 1978 September 5-9. The spacecraft and instrumentation are described by Boggess et al. (1978) . Details of the data acquisition for the 32 Cyg observations are given in Table 1 . The data for 31 Cyg will be discussed elsewhere. Since the eclipse of 32 Cyg is grazing and evidence for variable extent of the K star atmosphere appears during various eclipses, precise periods and epochs are difficult to determine for this object. The present observations obtained near ID 2,443,757 when placed on the period (1147.8 days) and epoch (ID 2, 436, 668.0) given by Wright (1970) yield an orbital phase of 0.18, whereas the period (1149.3 days) and epoch (JD 2, 434, 373. 3) by Koch, Sobieski, and Wood (1963) yield 0.16. Due to the small Sun angle during recent eclipses, there are no very recent determinations 623 of period and epochs to utilize. In consideration of these difficulties, we adopt a mean orbital phase of 0.17 based on the above information.
Qualitatively, the UV spectrum of 32 Cyg is best described by a superposition of P Cygni features among strong lines on a bright B star continuum. La, which is due to interstellar hydrogen, is a strong, very broad absorption feature. Numerous Si n lines appear with P Cygni characteristics, as do lines of O i 1302, C n 1335, Fe il (UV 8), Al n (UV 2), and Al m (UV 1). Higher excitation lines of Si m 1298 and Si iv 1402 are also present in the SWP 2491 image. The LWR 2275 image is dominated by the Mg n 2800 and numerous Fe ii lines in the 2200-2700 Â region, all showing P Cygni structure. The wavelength scale provided in the IUE Guest Observer data tapes has been adopted, and on that basis we find strong P Cygni-like features generally occur centered symmetrically about the laboratory line wavelengths. We have also adopted the IUE-FLUX scale of intensity and the calibration discussed by Bohlin (1978) . The digital data were analyzed by using the GSFC Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics minicomputer system and a version of /UE-FORTH being contemporaneously developed by D. Fischei, D. Klinglesmith, and R. Fahey.
More specifically, the detailed profiles of the stronger lines which exhibit gross P Cygni characteristics indicate a complex of specific strong absorption components separated by tens of kms' 1 , with shifts ranging above -200 km s _1 of the rest velocity, and possibly up to -400 km s _1 in one case to be detailed below. Satellite absorption components in the Ca n K line have been observed previously (Wright and Hesse 1969) , but only near eclipse and at displacements under -150 km s" 1 . Figures 1 and 2 display these multiple absorption components in the cores of O 1 1302 Â and Mg ii 2800 Â, along with other lines in the UV spectrum. The distribution of velocities will be discussed in § III. Wavelengths and preliminary identifications of strong features noted in the 1175-3200 Â spectrum of 32 Cygni near phase 0.2 are given in Table 2 . Doherty, McNall, and Holm (1974) report that UV photometry of 32 Cyg during its 1971 eclipse, performed with the OAO 2 broad-band filters, revealed excess radiation in the 1430,1550, and 2460 Â regions. The 2460 Â signal was nearly 2 mag brighter during primary eclipse than expected. The far-UV signals, while at the detection limit, were also above expectation. The FWHM bandpasses for these filters are quite broad: 1260-1500 Â, 1410-1680 Â, and 2290-2650 Â, respectively. Doherty et al. considered recombination to Mg i and Si i as an explanation for the 2460 excess, but analysis of Table 2 and other recent UV spectra of we ak, ab s orpt ion weak,absorption weak ,imilt iconrp. abs orpt ion ( mea ) weak,mea weak,mea moderate,absorption mod,ab s orption weak,absorption we ak, ab s orpt i on very strong absorption weak,absorption mod,mca mod,P Cyg mod,blended mod,mca strong,mca weak,absorption strong,absorption strong,mca,P Cyg strong,mca,P Cyg strong,mca,P Cyg strong,mca strong,mca strong,mca weak, P Cyg? strong,mca,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg mod,absorption mod,mea,P Cyg mod, mca mod, mca strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg(me) strong,mca mod, mea, P Cyg? mod,mea,P Cyg weak,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg mod,mca,P Cyg weak,?mca weak,?mca weak,absorption weak,?mca weak,?mca weak,absorption mod,?mca,?P Cyg weak,?mca mod,mca,?P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg blend,mod,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg strong,mca,P Cyg weak,mca blend, strong,mca blend,strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg,blend strong,mca,?P Cyg mod,mca,blend,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg WE OBSERVATIONS OF 32 CYGNI blend,strong,mca,?P Cyg mod,mca,P Cyg mod,?P Cyg mod,?P Cyg strong,mca,P Cyg strong,mca,P Cyg strong,mca,P Cyg mod,mca,P Cyg strong,mca,P Cyg very strong,ramea,P Cyg(mc) mod,mca,P Cyg blend,strong,mca blend,very strong,mca,P Cyg(me strong,? Cyg blend,strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mca. strong,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg weak,mca,?P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg mod,mea,P Cyg blend,strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mea,P Cyg strong,mca,P Cyg very strong,mea,P Cyg very strong,mca,P Cyg weak emission mod,absorption 625 late-type giant and supergiant stars would suggest a better explanation in the numerous strong emission lines of Fe 11, UV 1, 2, 3, and 64 which consistently appear in emission in the interval 2330-2630 Â. The present WE observations, well away from eclipse, still indicate strong emission from these lines, and we anticipate that the chromospheric emission would dominate that spectral region during eclipse. In addition, Doherty (1972) found with OAO 2 photometry that K and M supergiants were typically 2 mag brighter in the 2460 Â filter than K and M giant stars. This would seem to provide an index of Fe 11 emissionline strength among such objects, and is consistent with recent high dispersion BUSS and WE spectra of late-type evolved stars (van der Hucht et al. 1979; Linsky and Haisch 1979) . The £ Aurigae systems present difficulties in determining precise spectral types of the components. The literature for 32 Cyg contains estimates ranging from K2 lb to K5 lab, and B3 IV to B8 V for the components-which encompasses a fair range in temperature and gravity. In principle, when a final WE absolute calibration is presented and a B star absolute flux survey with WE is available (Leckrone 1979) , the present 32 Cyg flux data will provide another useful estimate for the spectral type of the B star. At present, relying on relative flux and line profiles, we can make a provisional determination by comparing the observed equivalent widths of Si 11, in, and iv lines against the non-LTE profiles recently published by Kamp (1978) . Since both Si 11 and iv lines in our spectrum exhibit P Cygni characteristics, we must be cautious in their use. The Si m 1298 Â line, however, since it is an intercombination line, seems to lack CS components, and is also well exposed in our spectrum ( Fig. la) , is probably reliable. The Si m line indicates B6 V, while the average type based on the Si 11 lines if B4.5 V. The Si iv line, affected by P Cygni structure and weaker than the cool limit of Kamp's tables, suggests a type later than B5V.
Whereas B4IV-V is the type given by Wright (1970) in his review, other workers have found evidence for later spectral types. Saijo and Saito (1977) argued the type must be B8 on the basis of colors, radii, and the wavelength dependence of opacity derived from eclipse light curves. While our single Si in line also points to the later type, the possibility of an excess brightening of the B star (hot spot?) due to its presence within the atmosphere of the K supergiant should not be discounted. Additional non-LTE line strength grids for B stars would be useful for further studies of this type with WE. In addition, we also note that the v sin / of the B star derived from the symmetrical Si in 1298 Â line is 242 km s" of 82° and assuming axial alignments, we deduce 245 km s -1 as the B star rotational speed. The 32 Cyg system can be considered a close binary. The orbital elements of Wright (1952) and Saijo and Saito (1977) indicate that the stars are separated by about 5 K supergiant radii. Consequently, the influence of the B star is likely to be considerable, much as in the case of £ Aur itself (Wilson and Abt 1954) . In an effort to evaluate the degree to which the K supergiant chromosphere might be normal, we compared the Mg ii resonance line emission in 32 Cyg with a supergiant of comparable luminosity, a Ori, to see whether the unobscured portions of the emission might fit the general (M v , log)-width relationship emerging for these lines (Weiler and Oegerle 1979) . IUE data on Mg n in a Ori were generously made available by J. Linsky in advance of publication. The measured widths of the longward emission components (unaffected by overlying CS absorption) of the 2795 (k 2 L) and 2802 (h 2 L) are given in Table 3 . We note that allowance for the P Cygni absorption in 32 Cyg might bring these widths even closer to agreement. This combined with the similarity of strong Fe n emission lines in the 2200-2700 Â region and the lack of high excitation lines like C iv and He n (Linsky and Haisch 1979) lead us to suspect that 32 Cyg has an underlying chromospheric spectrum qualitatively similar to single late-type supergiants like a Ori. However, the CS layers appear to be quite different, as much greater velocities are seen in 32 Cyg CS absorption features.
While these qualitative discussions are insightful, it is equally important to evaluate the thermodynamic 
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MATERIAL ALONG THE LINE OF SIGHT
The complex UV spectrum of 32 Cyg contains contributions from the K supergiant chromosphere, the circumstellar material, the B dwarf companion, and the interstellar matter along the line of sight. Since the center of mass velocity of the system is only -6 km s -1 , the contribution of the interstellar features in strong complex profiles is difficult to evaluate, especially since the distance is not well known. Since the semiamplitude of the B star is 3 times that of the K star, it may become possible to disentangle contributions in the complex profiles if additional observations at strategic phases can be obtained. The present work has the limitation that the necessary equivalent widths for curve-ofgrowth analysis may have blended absorption and/or emission components affecting the results. After stating the system parameters, we will consider the following: stellar wind velocity and density distribution ; the evidence for condensations ; and an ionization model for the material in the line of sight based on an approach successfully applied to the Antares system by Bernat, van der Hucht, and Kondo (1978) . a) Basic Parameters Table 4 lists the various basic parameters for the 32 Cyg system, based largely on the results reviewed by Wright (1970) . As noted in § I, orbit determinations by Wright (1952 ), Wellmann (1957 , and others demonstrate the difficulty in dealing with this system, since the eclipses are not central. The uncertainty in inclination (Galatola 1972) results in uncertain masses and radii. We have adopted reasonable values in Table 4 , but anticipate improved values from future photometric studies. The system elements have been reviewed by Wright (1970) and Sahade and Wood (1978) . The system configuration at the time of the IUE observations is illustrated in Figure 3 , with uncertain values followed by colons. It should be be noted that the Strömgren sphere for an isolated B5 dwarf star is of the order 10 16 cm, in the interstellar medium. In the present case, the higher density in the 32 Cyg system will reduce that dimension and the radial density distribution will serve to asymmetrize the ionization zones to some extent.
Vol. 233 b) Stellar Wind Velocity and Density Distribution
As previously noted, the absorption portion of the many strong P Cygni reversals seen in the UV spectrum of 32 Cyg near orbital phase 0.2 are complex and multiple. We have measured wavelengths of each welldefined absorption component on the IUE scale and computed relative velocities with respect to the absorption-emission crossover wavelength, which was itself generally within ISkms" 1 of the laboratory wavelength for the transition. These measures are tabulated in Table 5 . The means of the velocity groupings are 54, 147, 250, and 392 km s -1 , all shortward-shifted with respect to rest wavelength. The latter three are greater than the escape velocity along the line of sight to the B star. Although discrete absorption components along the line of sight have been reported previously for this system (Wright and Hesse 1969) , neither velocities of this magnitude nor strong absorption so far from primary eclipse has been clearly seen in the visible spectrum. In Figure 4 we plot the individual velocity displacements against the lower-level total excitation plus ionization energy, in an attempt to establish whether some spatial segregation of the means might occur since the total excitation might be dominated by the distance from the B star along the line of sight. Although the trends are uncertain, the incidence of the largest velocities is among the lower excitation ("cooler") lines. These highest-velocity features are also the weakest. These trends suggest that the temperature and density in the CS envelope fall off with distance, possibly like an inverse square law as suggested among other cool supergiants. The discrete absorption components could be a consequence of the acceleration mechanism for the mass outflow tempered by the gravitational dynamics within the system. Additional UV observations at well-chosen phases would aid in clarifying this. Possibly, mass ejection from the K supergiant occurs in a series of "puffs" rather than in a smooth continuous flow. Sporadic mass ejection of this sort was observed in early-type supergiants by Lamers, Stalio, and Kondo (1978) , and such periodic or sporadic mass ejections may ensue from local heating as a result of nonradial modes of oscillation in the K supergiant (Wolffand Kondo 1978; Modisette and Kondo 1979) . A series of UV spectra might reveal such changes in the CS absorptions. Further, acceleration of CS material by radiative absorption of Lyman quanta from the B star (Saito 1973) is also worthy of consideration. This latter mechanism would affect the Ba/Sr line ratios, since Ba n can be ionized by La while Sr ii cannot (Weymann 1977) . High excitation lines, like Si iv, which are probably formed closest to the B star, show a more gradual absorption to emission crossover than do the lower excitation lines like Mg n and Fe n, which exhibit a very large gradient of flux with wavelength at the absorption to emission crossover point in their P Cygni profiles. This gradient is controlled by the density and velocity dispersion in the line-forming region. The observed profiles indicate that there is hotter, denser material nearer the B star, and that the velocity dispersion varies accordingly, possibly in response to radiative acceleration. Multilevel P Cygni calculations could help verify this idea.
c) Evidence for Large-Scale Condensations
In their classic study of £ Aur, Wilson and Abt (1954) abandoned the idea of a smooth density distribution due to inconsistent ionization conditions, and deduced relatively small thickness (10 7 -5 cm), high density (10 13 -8 cm" 3 ) structures. Similarly, Wright (1959) in his study of 31 Cyg found evidence for numerous relatively high density condensations in the chromosphere. In that case, larger thicknesses (10 10 -5 cm) and lower densities (10 10 -5 cm -3 ) were deduced for the proposed condensations.
While this hypothesis, discrete condensations above the limb of the K supergiants, is attractive, recent observations and analysis must be considered as well. Oinas (1977) has confirmed an apparent overionization effect in late-type stars : the observed ion line strengths are too great when compared with predicted values based on LTE model atmospheres. Ramsey (1976) reported the same effects in his LTE analysis of K giants. Therefore deducing the existence of condensations on the basis of ionization discrepancies in a curve-of-growth analysis may not be fully justified. In addition, Saito (1970) pointed out that the combined effects of ionizing radiation, mass loss, and nonsteady chromospheric motions would form a shock or condensed region which would be asymmetrized by rotation toward the egress side of the K star chromosphere. This could explain the ingress/egress asymmetries without requiring multiple condensations as a normal feature of a K supergiant atmosphere. This model seems to imply an observable variation with phase of ionization equilibria that could be checked with additional UV observations at strategic phases.
d) Ionization Modeling
In this section we adopt the methods of Bernat, van der Hucht, and Kondo (1978) to compute ionization models for the region surrounding the B star within the extended atmosphere of the K supergiant. By comparing predicted and measured equivalent widths, W K , of the various CS features, we deduce approximate physical parameters along the line of sight to the B star.
The various atomic parameters relevant to this investigation include photoionization cross sections, recombination coefficients, oscillator strengths, and abundances. Unfortunately, reliable experimental values are not always available, and we thus utilize a mixture of experimental and theoretical determinations. As in the Antares study by Bernat, van der Hucht, and Kondo (1978) , we assume that most of the material is in its ground state due to the low densities ("nebular approximation") and utilize published photoionization cross sections listed therein (see van der Hucht, Bernat, and Kondo 1979) . We adopt hydrogenic approximations for the recombination coefficients (Seaton 1959). Atomic oscillator strengths are derived from Morton and Smith (1973) , with additional laboratory g/-values for UV lines of Fe ii from Huber (1974) as well as others obtained via the NBS Bibliographies on Atomic Vol. 233 Transition Probabilities. Abundances are those given by Cameron (1973) .
The modeling technique is to assume a density n^{r) in the CS envelope. Given the location of the B star and plausible Doppler velocities, together with the UV radiation field of the B star (Table 4: and Mihalas 1972), we determine the ionization equilibrium and ionic densities at each point along the line of sight to the B star, from which W K can be calculated for the CS lines. Iteration leads to agreement with the observed W K values. We specify the hydrogen density, n^{p), at the projected linear separation, /?, of the stars in the plane of the sky; a Doppler velocity, i; D , in the envelope; and z 0 , the location of the B star along the line of sight (see Fig. 3 ). We also require the expansion velocity of the gas envelope, t> 0 -The observations show this to be multivalued, and since the B star is literally within the turbulent upper chromosphere of the K supergiant, no single constant velocity will fully apply. The observed velocity components relate to true expansion velocities, v 0 , by a factor that accounts for the geometry and line-formation characteristics integrated along the line of sight (see Bernat et al 1978) . As detailed below, in order to fit the measured -55 km s _1 CS components, we find that an expansion velocity of -65 km s" 1 is required. Similarly, the -147 km s -1 CS components imply v 0 in excess of 170 km s -1 . Additional observations will help to judge whether this simple radial outflow expansion velocity determination is correct. Similarly, arriving at an electron temperature, T e , appropriate for this calculation is difficult, given the complex interaction of fluxes and density. Since T e affects the present calculations only weakly, as T e~°-5 9 through the recombination coefficients, we will adopt T e = 1000 K, as other studies of the CS envelopes around cool stars indicate that T e is of this order. With the small separation between components in the present case, a slightly higher temperature is possible. Despite the above difficulties, if we assume constancy of v Q for a specific component, plus continuity, and neglect dust and molecule formation, we have «hOO = n H (p)p 2 lr 2 through the envelope, where r is measured from the K star. Because of the multiple absorption components and P Cygni emission affecting our UV spectrum, we did not have the latitude of selection of CS lines with welldetermined W Á as in the Antares study, in addition to the lower resolution of IUE (0.2 Â) compared with BUSS (0.1 Â). Although evaluations for many of the lines in Table 2 were made, the lines providing the least uncertainties, those of Mg i, Ni ii, and Fe n, are listed in Table 6 . A comparison of measured and calculated equivalent widths is provided for the best model. That solution is n H (p) = 1.6 x 10 7 cm -3 for Zq = -OAp = 3.8 x 10 13 cm. Although the UV fluxes used (Mihalas 1972) do not include the effects of line blanketing from the higher Lyman lines, our evaluation of Mg, Ni, and Fe is minimally affected, since none has an ionization edge in the 912-1026 Â region. STENCEL, KONDO, BERNAT, AND McCLUSKEY No. 2, 1979 WE OBSERVATIONS OF 32 CYGNI 631 Observationally, due to instrument response characteristics, the CS lines of the dominant ionization stages, Cr n and Zn n, are underexposed in our spectra, leaving Mg i (a minor ionization stage) and the recombination-dominated Ni n lines. Whereas Bernat, van der Hucht, and Kondo (1978) found Fe n line strength discrepancies of 10-100 between observed and computed W K for their best Antares model based on reliable Zn n and Ti n JfVs, we find relative agreement in 32 Cyg. For the Antares case, it was speculated that the Fe may be hidden in grains, which apparently would not be the situation in the case of 32 Cyg, due to the much smaller separation between stars. This again suggests T e in the 32 Cyg system may be higher than the 500 K determined in the much more widely separated Antares system. A mass-loss rate can be computed from this result, although the crude assumptions of continuity, spherical symmetry, and fraction of escape from the system reduce its certainty. The mass-loss rate is cm, n u (p) = 1.6 x 10 7 cm -3 , and ra H = 1.67 x 10~2 4 g, we deduce a mass-loss rate for 32 Cyg A, dM/dt = 2.25 x 10 19 g s' 1 = 3.6 x 10~7 M 0 yr" 1 .
The cumulative uncertainty for this method is at least 50%, as discussed by Bernat, van der Hucht, and Kondo (1978) , further compounded by the less certain nature of the present data. We note that the strength of the features at higher v 0 are comparable with the computed set, so the actual dM/dt may be higher by an additional factor. Saito (1970 Saito ( , 1973 studied the case of £ Aur, a system comparable to 32 Cyg, and derived mass-loss rates of 1.1 x 10 -8 and 6.0 x 10" 7 (M 0 yr -1 ), which are close to our result. Sanner (1976) has determined a correlation between mass-loss rate and stellar luminosity, of the form dM/dt = -10 -0.5 M bol .
If we adopt a plausible bolometric magnitude for the K supergiant in 32 Cyg, -4 to -6, the implied massloss rate is 10 -7 to lO~8M 0 yr _1 , which is again within reasonable agreement with our computation.
Finally, as in the Antares case, it is possible to estimate the total mass of the CS envelope. An effective outer radius is encountered at the location where the dynamic pressure of the expanding envelope is balanced by the interstellar gas pressure (see Bernat, van der Hucht, and Kondo 1978) , O.SwHi'oXCKouter) = Asm ~ 4 + 10-12 dyne cm" 2 .
For an r ~2 density falloff, this balance occurs at about 10 18 cm, or 1 pc. The inner radius of the CS envelope is where the CS lines are formed. Since our information is controlled by the B star position, we will adopt its projected separation as characteristic of the inner radius of the CS envelope. Thus, given n u {r), R 0 uter> and Rinner? the mass of the circumstellar envelope is çR 0 Menv - At the derived mass-loss rate, it would require only a few thousand years to fill the envelope, which is far less than the million year lifetime of a supergiant star. In fact, for a constant mass-loss rate, 32 Cyg A can rid itself of only 0.36 M 0 during its supergiant phase, which would not reduce its estimated 21 M 0 bulk below the Chandrasekhar limit for white-dwarf formation. Therefore, if this chain of assumptions is reasonable, we can look forward to spectacular evolutionary consequences of this situation, i.e., in a supernova.
IV. DISCUSSION
The ultraviolet spectrum of 32 Cygni, even at times well out of eclipse, has been shown to contain a wealth of information regarding the physical conditions in the atmosphere of the K supergiant component. Each strong line in the UV, particularly resonance lines, exhibits a gross P Cygni profile characteristic of an expanding emission region around the K supergiant. In detail, the absorption portion of these lines is a complex feature with multiple circumstellar absorption components, shortward-shifted at -54, -147, -250, and -392kms -1 . Strengths and displacements of these lines have not been previously reported so far from primary eclipse. Further, the excess emission observed by OAO 2 during the 1971 eclipse in the 2460 ( ± 200) Â band is naturally explained by the numerous strong Fe n emission lines of UV multiplets 1, 2, 3, and 64, which are now known to be a common feature of 632 STENCEL, KONDO, BERNAT, AND McCLUSKEY the mid-UV spectrum of late-type supergiants. In addition, the hypothesis of numerous atmospheric condensations as proposed by Wilson and Abt (1954) for such systems should be reexamined in light of the non-LTE overionization effects and the suggestion by Saito (1970) of an ionization front on the egress side of the chromosphere which explains egress-ingress asymmetries. We have finally modeled the ionization equilibrium for elements present along the line of sight, including the effects of the B star radiation, and compare observed and computed line strengths to derive a hydrogen density at the projected distance of the B star from the K supergiant. The derived density is about 1.6 x 10 7 cm -3 at 8.4 x 10 13 cm (about 4 K star radii). This, combined with the CS velocities, leads to an isotropic mass-loss rate of 4 x 10" 7 M 0 yr -1 . This result is consistent with Banner's (1976) semiempirical correlation between dM/dt and M bol , as well as with other investigations of the 32 Cyg system. Along with the above information on the K supergiant chromosphere, the spectral type of the B star was evaluated from observed line strengths and recent theoretical work on line formation in hot stars. The deduced type is B6 V, which is slightly later than generally considered (B4V), although other workers have suggested types as late as B8.
Considering in summation the available data on this complex system, it seems that the mutual interaction between the B and K type components in this binary may be greater than previously anticipated. The strong P Cygni profiles of the UV spectrum indicate that the B star literally resides within the upper chromospherelower circumstellar envelope of the K supergiant. The ionizing radiation of the B star penetrates substantially into the K supergiant atmosphere and possibly sets up moving shocks along the egress side of the chromosphere. The wide range of velocities observed in the CS lines presumably arises from the combined energetics of the K supergiant stellar wind, the B star radiation field, and orbital motions. Acceleration of escaping turbulent eddies above the escape velocity by Lyman photon absorption is a possibility.
In conclusion, we would recommend monitoring of the UV spectrum of the £ Aurigae systems throughout their orbital phases so as to maximize our geometric perception of the interaction in these interesting systems. Previous fascination with these systems only near primary eclipse is an inefficient means of obtaining information during the privileged periods in human history that orbiting UV observatories are available.
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Note added in manuscript 1979 May 25.-Our mass-loss rate calculations were based on the assumption of a circular orbit. If we include the effect of eccentricity, as is more correct, the value for z 0 decreases to 1.2 x 10 13 cm, or 0.14/7. This reduction in line-of-sight distance requires an increased mass-loss rate to produce the observed lines. The change, however, falls within the previous error estimates.
